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SUrsTARY

Informal talks and standard interviJws with Junior High

School students revealed that most students- -

- -have an incredibly limited store of knowledge about
career opportunities in today's ever - changing world of work.

--have not had the opportunity to test and develop
any occupational interests they may have.

--often make premature and perhaps unrealistic educ
cational plans and career choices because they do not know
what their options are.

--very often do not see the relationshiip between their
academic courses of study and future job opportunities.

--often are strongly influenced by unrealistic goals
set by parents, educators, and society in general.

--have not developed realistic selfconcepts with
regard to individual abilities and aptitudes.

--have too little background knowledge about themselves
and the world of work to be able to make even tentative
career plans.

Perhaps educators cannot "teach" young people to make

decisions, and they certainly should not make their decisions

for them, but why can't oducators just give these future workers

the tools necessary to bo able to make the decisions by

themselves? Give them the background they need. Let them

explore and discover.

. The

included

1972 for

designed

caking.

provides

decision

business

Cooperative Career EXploration Program Curriculum,

in this report, will be implemented in the fall of

six weeks for twenty ninth grade students, and is

to help students gain the tools necessary for decision

It should be emphasized that occupational exploration

a model for decisionmaking, not necessarily the

itself. Each student makes two visits a week to the

community to observe people engaged in occupations



Summary cont.

ift which he is interested. The remaining three days each week

will be spent in the classroom, sharing, supporting, and

developing the first-hand knowledge gained in these observations.

The Greater Hartford business community has responded very

favorably to the proposed program. Six young people involved

in an experimentd1 four week program in /lay were accepted

enthusiastically by employers wherever they went to observe.

The saint,- young people gained a great deal from the short

pre-pilot program. On the basis of general research and tha

success of the experimental program we recommend that the

Cooperative Career Exploration Program be seriously considered

a necessary part of the Junior High School program.
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..Z03 OBJECTIVES

Students planning their high school or college currier'

are often unaware that there is a relationship between the

academic courses they take and their future roles in the worlcl.

of work until they are faced with the problem of getting a jrh

and do not have the required skills and knowledge. Career

planning is a foreign phrase to most of our students. The m.,

frequent response to the suggestion that they begin to plan

is as follows:

"How do I know what I want to be when I don't know what

there is to be?"

" Even if I knew what there is to be , which I don't,

how would I know if I liked it if I didn't try it?"

Counseling psychologists tell us that exploration is a

very important step in career development. How much of an

opportunity is a young person given to explore his occupational

interests by observing a person in the field or actually trying

it out for himself? Specialization of jobs has made it vary

difficult for anyone to be very familiar with the world of work.

These students need help to explore and understand the world of

work and their 414h roles in that worldrof work.

The Cooperative Career Exploration Program has been developeL

to help students gain the necessary decision-making skills for

career planning; It should be understood that occupational

ploration provides a model for decision-making, not necessarily

the decision itself.

The objectives for Career Exploration are as follows;

1. To help the students develop an integrated picture
of himself, including his interests, abilities, and values,
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2. To hell) the student understand that he may chan(e

and develop and That he must adapt to those chanes.

To acquaint the student with the 6any faceted world

of work.

4. To acquaint the student with the manli chaives

taking, place in the worlLf: of work, and how these

chanes may affect his plans.

5. To acquaint the student with the factors to be

considered in makinL career selections.

To relate to the student the relationships between

academic choice and future job opportunities.

7. To assist the student in pre-plannint. his curriculum

to ;meet his educational il;oals.

To help the student understand that career plammi r

is necessary.

9. To help the student understand that career planning

is his own responsibililty.

10. To inform parents. and school personnel about

Career EducatiOn and its
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METHODS AND RESULTS

Research and Inventories

The first three weeks of the project were spent -in general

research only. A bibliography of some of the references consulted

can be found in Appendix 1. I visited many other Connecticut

school systems to. learn about their existing Career Education

programs. And I attended numerous conferences for counselors

on Career Educatirn.

Surveys were taken of the printed occupational information

available in the Bloomfield High School Library and the Junior

High School Library and Guidance Office. The results of those

inventories are in Appendix:L. Some materials were ordered to

supplement this stock, others have been recommended (Appendix

) for purchase. Evaluation of these materials was based on

the National Vocational Guidance Association's "Guidelines for

Preparing and Evaluating Occupational Materials" found in the

NVGA's catalogue of Current Career Information, 1969 Edition.

The.librarians at the Junior High have noted that students

generally do not use the occupational information available

to them unless requested to do,so. The up-to-date Chronicle

Guidance Occupational Briefs.are kept in the guidance director's

office and, according to him, are not used as much as they could

be. Mr. Zalaski, however, may attempt to remedy that situation

by conducting small classes this coming fall in which the

students will become familiar with the sources of occupational

information available to them. Mr. Zalaski has attended many

conferences held periodically by Dr. Saul Dulberg of the State

Department of Education and has purchased a number of guides

for curriculum development in Career Education which have been

recommended by the conference participants for Guidance personnel

10



Inventories cont.

interested in developing Cal'eer Education programs.

Most of the guidance personnel agree that a library stocked

full of occupational literature is more trouble than it is worth.

Much of the printed material in the libraries becomes obsolete

quite quickly and some sources give much more information than

the students find necessary. It is important that the students

have access to a few up=todate and complete sources of occup
ational information such as the Occupational Outlook Handbook,

the Dictionary of Occupational Titles, and the Chronicle

Guidance Occupational Briefs (or Science Research Associato4.

which are quite similar). When material of a more specific

nature is requested by a student the counselor should refer

him to a standard bibliography of occupational literature after

he has exhausted the sources cited by the Occupational Outlook

Handbook and the Chroni;:le Guidance Briefs. The student himself

should accept the responsibility of writing for further infor

mationv References recommcnded for the counselors such as

manpower information sources and bibliographies are listed in

Appendix3.

Interview

The original proposal states that the Cooperative Career

Exploration Program will be implemented for 10th graders in the

fall cf 1972 ;for a 6week period. The student in the 9th grade,

however, must decide what curriculum he will be taking at the

high scthool level, and even if he will attend public high school

or a private college preparatory or vocational technical school

In view of this the original proposal was changed to allow

for implementation of the Career Exploration Program at the 9th

grade level in hopes that it would.help them make their_edu-a

tional plans realistically and intelligently.

11



Interview cont.

A Vocational Planning Interview was developed and administered

to a group of fifty 9th graders who, in the estimation of the

Junior High counselors, were representative of the total pop-
ulation of the9th grade. I administered the interview to each

student individually and obtained the necessary test scores
from the counselors. The Interview helped to determine clues to
the answers of the following questions:

1. Do the students have specific occupational interests?

2. What criteria did they use to determine their

occupational interests?

3. Do they have a good understanding of.the responsib-
ilities of a person of their occupational choice?

4. Do they know the educational and training req-
uirements?

5. Are they planning their high school curricula wib
these goals in mind?

6. Do their parents help them in their career planning?

7. Do they know where to go for occupational information

and help in career planning?

8. Do they have realistic concepts of their own scholastic
abilities and achievements? (Students were asked

to estimate their levels of ability and achieve-
ment on a scale from poor to superior. Their

self-estimates were compared with test scores from
the Kuhlmann-Anderson and Stanford Achievement Tests

12
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VOCATIONAL PLANNING INTERVIEW

Name Age Grade

Achievement Score

.*

...... so

-6-

(This score is the average of all scores on the Stanford
Achievement Test.)

Verbal Score s
(This score is the verbal score of the Kuhlmann-Anderson

Test.)

Quantitative Score 4
(This is the quantitative score of the Kuhlmann-Anderson

Test.

How would you rate yourself on level of achievement?

a.) Superior
b.) Above Average
c.) Average
d.) Below Average
e.) Low

How would you rate yourself on level of verbal ability?

a. Superior
b. Above Average
c. Average
d. Below Average

How would you rate yourself on level of quantitative ability?

a. Superior
b. Above Average
c. Average
d. Below Average

Mother's Occupation

Father's Occupation

MIIMPF.0114..P.M.M~411.0.11mm.011WwW

......a_,.......e
1. Is finding an occupation important to you? If so, why?

2. Have you had any work experience?

3. What occupations have you thought about entering?

13



V.P.I. cont.

A.

B.

C.

. ...NINO

0......-.M.0111...11.fafteW110111.041.M

4. Why would you want to become a (A)?
5. Why would you want to become a (B)?
6. Why would you want to become a (C)?

7. What does (A) do at work?
8. How much education is required to become (A)?
9. Where did you get your information?

10. Is your choice of high school subjects good for your first
choice?

11. IS your choice of high school subjects good for any other
occupational choice?

12. What do your parents want you to do?
13. Where could you find out about different occupations?



Interview cont.

to determine how accurate the self-estimates

wore. Some of the fifty 9th graders did not

have test scores in all the'areas--verbal

ability, quantitative ability, and achieve-

ment level. The results of their interviews

were not used in the study. The test scores,

self-estimates, and occupational interests

of the remaining forty-one students are

reproduced in Table I (Appendix 4) . The

scale used to convert numerical scores to

general levels, low to superior, can also be

found in Table I.

9. Are their abilities commensurate with their

occupational interests?

Cn the basis of the results of the interview certain general

conclusions can be drawn.

--All of the students felt that finding; an occup'tion

was important to them and half of them had more than one

occupational interest. Cnly 71 had no idea what occuption

or field they might like to enter.

-- General interests and values seemed to determine

occupational choice for the young people. I,ost of them

did not mention ability as a reason for a particular choice.

--Even though two thirds of the students thought that

their high school subjects might be good background for

their first choice, only half of them had even a. vague idea

of what specific training or education was required to

become their first occupational choice.

--The majority of parents are encouraL;ing the students

15



Interview cont.

to go on to colleges with or without any understanding of

how higher education relates specifically to occupational

training.

--About half of the students gained information about their

occupational choice0 through their own personal reading

or from people within the field. Most of the rest of them

felt that theirs was general knowledge. A few had spoken

with their guidance counselors about specific occupational

interests. None of them were really sure about where to

find sources of printed occupational information . Almost

half of them suggested guidance counselorsand the library

as possible resources, but they were not sure.

--The majority of the students did not correctly est-

imate their verbal and quantitative abilities. For the

most part they under-rated their verbal ability and over-

rated their quantitative ability.

70% of the students had scores below the 41st

percentile for the Stanford Achievement Test. Of that

group one half recognized that their achievement level

was low. Most of the students who recognized that they

were low achievers were interested in occupations with

minimum requirements of two to three years of college-

type training.

- --Half of the remaining students (whose scores were

above the 41st percentile ) correctly estimated their

achievement level. They were interested in occupations

that require more than four years of colle-e.
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Interview cont...MIAMIONIEWNIONOWIL.

Half of the entire group of students, then, correctly
estimated their own achievement levels. Even though they were
realistic about their achievement level they may not be entirely
realistic about their.occupational goals. Perhaps a young
person with low scores could become a registered nurse, but
shouldn't he be given the opportunity to oxplore licensed
practical nursing as a valuable occupation and then be able
to make a realistic choice? Perhaps a young person with
average scores could become a'successful lawter, but shouldn't
he be able to explore the entire field of law and government
and understand that the lawyer is not the only important person
in the field?

The majority of the students interviewed did not know the
training and educational requirements for their particular
occupational choices so it could be assumed that the students
whose aspirations may have out-distanced their abilities simply
did not understand that there would be so much schooling involvedfor their occupational choices. At the same time, they are
not aware of the entire range of occupational possibilities
in their fields of interest so perhaps they have chosen the
only occupations they are familiar with within the fields of
their interest. Finally, perhaps the students do not recognize
the relationship between their scholastic achievement and
occupational training and therefore do not consider the fact
that low scholastic records may limit opportunities for the
extensive higher education required for some of their occup-
ational choices.

In general then, the majority of students have little
knowledge of the world of work and the preparation needed to
become a functioning member of the society of workers. They
have not been adequately prepared to determine their own



Interview cont.

educational plans in relation to general occupational goals.

They are not even fully aware of their own potential abilities

which is a prequisite for determining where they might fit in
the world of work.

For these reasonsCareer Education Programs are being
developed in schools all over the country. Educators have
suggested that programs concentrate on Career Awareness first,

developing a general understanding of the world of work and

emphasizing the dignity of all work. As the child progresses

through school he learns that certain occupations are related

to each etheer and are grouped into clusters such as Health,
Fine Arts, Environment, etc. He begins to explore his own

interests and by the time he is in Junior High he is really

ready to explore the occupations of his choice within those
clusters.

The Bloomfield Cooperative Career Exploration Program

allows the 9th graders to do just that--explore their occupatinnal
interests. Since Bloomfield does not have a Career Education

program in the lower grades the students presently in the 9th

grade have not been introduced to the world of work before this.

Their attitudes toward work and toward their roles in the world

of work have, for the most part, already been formed. Many
of these attitudes are not healthy. For example, many of the

young people interviewed have been encouraged to go on to college

because the person with a college degree is supposed to be more

"successful". When a young person has grown up thinking that

he will be successful only if he attends college and becomes a

professional person, he may feel like quite a failure if he

cannot attain that level. Lost of the students with whom I

have talked who are not going on to college are very hesitant

to admit that they will not continue their education.
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Interview cont

And what about the students who will attend college? Do

they still think that a college degree will open all the doors
for them? How many of today's B.A. Generalists are unemployed
or grossly under-employed?

There are many myths settled in the minds of these young
people which may be difficult to dispel. Obviously the students

would benefit a great deal more from a Career Education program

if they had developed "healthy" attitudes towards:things vocat-

ional" and "things academic" (Dr. Sidney Marland) in the early
years of school. Career Education is an on-going process.

It starts when a child is very young and continues forever.

One cannot "teach" Career Education in a 6-week course period,

and yet, 6 weeks of career exploration can give a student some
of those marvelous decision-making tools so necessary for

further exploration and discovery.
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Community Resources

With the cooperation of the Bloomfield Chamber of Commerce
a letter was drafted (Appendix 5) and sent to all the members
of the Chamber asking their support and cooperation for a proposed
Career Education Program which would be called the Bloomfield
Cooperative Career Exploration Program. Only twelve companies
responded to this initial letter, each pledging a maximum of
12 observation posts for the students during the six-week
program. The program required that each student mako two
visits each week for six weeks. Only one student would go at
one time to a particular company unless special permission
was given by the employer to have more than one student. The
student would visit tha same company twice in a week, observing
two different workers, or he would visit two different companies
in a week.

Many employers were confused by the scheduling of visits,
thinking that all twenty students in the program would descend
upon them for two days each week. Another letter was sent to
many of the business, industrial, institutional and govern-
mental concerns in the Greater Hartford area (Appendix 6).
The response was quite good. Personal visits have been made to
almost each interested concern and at this time we have a total
of thirty-three cooperating concerns (Appendix 7). All of
the businessmen recognized the need for Career Education.
Some even suggested that an exchange program be established
for educators and businessmen.

A number of Bloomfield residents who had previously offered
their services to the school system as the result of a letter
sent by the Board of Education, were contacted to ask their
cooperation for the Cooperative CaLeer Iktoloration

20
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Program. Many of them responded favorably (AppendixF ).
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PRE-PILOT PROGRAM

The need was great and the response from the business

community and students so favorable that plans were begun to

develop the curriculum for the fall pilot program. Trying

to develop a new program in Career Education is like building

an igloo with ice cubes. The pattern of objectives has been

established, but the ways And means to implement the ideas

are inadequate at this stage of development. In order to dis-

cover some successful methods for conveying the objectives,

the suggestions and reactions of. six young people in the 9th

grade at Bloomfield Junior High School were gathered in an

experimental pre-pilot program which ran for four weeks in May.

Classes and observations were scheduled for three days

a week during the last part of the school day so that the time

period for discussions could be extended without interferring

with the students' other Classes. Six students were selected fron

a group of seven students who met the following criteria:

1. Each student had to have two free periods out of the
throe, , ssible periods scheduled for the pre-pilot
:,:rogram.

2. As much as pcssible the students in the program had
to be representative of all levels of ability and
achievement.

3. As lauch as possible there was to be an equal distribution
of students of either sex and race.

4. After the program was explained to seven students who
met the preceding qualifications, they were asked if
they wanted to participate. Six of them were willing.

5. After receiving permission from their parents and
teachers these six students became the Cooperative
Career Exploration Program guinea pigs for a month.

Vocational Planning Interview Pre-Test (Appendix 9)

A revised Vocational Planning Interview was administered

22
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Pre and Post-Tests Cont.

individually to five out of the six young people before and

after the short experimental course. The following general

conclusions may be drawn froma comparison of the tests.

- -For the most part the students were not realistic
about their abilities and achievements. The.post-test
did show, however, that half of their estimates had changed
and that half of these changes were much more realistic.
More self-concept development should be emphasi zed for the
fall program.

--All of the students had a good idea of what work
responsibilities a person engaged in the occupation of
their choice would have and what preparation was needed.
Before the program none of them had even a pretty good
idea about the daily duties, educational and training
requirements necessary for their own choices. Visiting
the workers in their work environments was perhaps the
best part of the program. It was during these visits
that the students gained the knowledge they now have
about the world of work.

--Before the program most of the students were not
sure whether or not their high' school courses were good
background for their occupational choices. Afterwards
most of them were sure that their courses would help.

Classes and Observations

The students responded with great enthusiasm to the worker

observation part of the program. They each made only one

visit to a particular company or institution, but they all

expressed a great desire to explore the world of work on
a regular basis. The workers the students visited were amazingly

cooperative and enthusiastic. In fact, half of the students

spent an entire two hours with their nosts.

Seven of the nine scheduled classes were held for the

young people. On Wednesdays the class met from 1 o'clock to

1:30, on Thursdays and Fridays from 2i09 to 2:45 at the Junior

23
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Observations cont.

High School. Not all the students were able to attend

all classes. The curriculum plans for these experimental

classes can be found in Appendix 1Q.

Obviously you cannot accomplish miracles for Career

.-:ucation in 390 minutes, but at least the six young guinea

-igs in this short experimental program have been introduced

to career planning, and I certainly cannot dismiss the great

contribution they made in helping me develop some ideas for

the fall curriculum.

24



INTRODUCTION TO CURRICULUE PLANS

The following curriculum plans have been made for the

Cooperative Career' Exploration Pilot Program which will be

implemented in the fall of 1972 for twenty ninth grade students .

Each student will determine his own occupational interests and

M40 two visits per week for six weeks to observation posts in

the Greater Hartford area to observe the people he chooses at
work. The remaining three days each week will be spent in the

classroom, sharing, supporting and developing the first-hand

knowledge gained in these observations. The entire curriculum

is designed to help students develop realistic self-concepts,

skills in decision-making and a clear understanding of the

world of work.

Each of the twenty students sould be Given the Vocational

Planning Interview before the first clasi meeting and after

the last. This will give the teacher some idea of the progress
of the students. When she meets the students for the interviews

the teacher should ask them to list the occupations they would

like to observe in the first three weeks of the program so that

she can arrange these first appointments right away. At the end

of the third week of classes the students will decide what

occupations they will observe in the last three weeks of the
program.

25
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Objectives:

--Understand that career planning is important and that
individuals are responsible for their own planning.

--Understand the consequences of postponing planning.

--Understand that career planning starts with an
understanding of oneself.

--Understand that a person may have many different occupa-
tions in his lifetime and that there are maw./ occupations
which would satisfy the heeds of any person. A person's
occupational interests and goals may change as he changes.

--Understand that there are many factors affecting
occupational selection which an individual may not be
able to control.

Methods:

--Case Conference. (A Case Conference is an informal
discussinn with resource people.)

Discussion Questions:

1. Is career planning important? Why?

2. Who is responsible for my career planning? Who
can help me?

3. What happens when you do not plan?

4.. What are the steps to take in career planning?.

5. Will my plans change?

Resources:

-Vocational Guidance Counselor
-A person who has changed occupations often and success-

fully.
-A student who has 'graduated from high school and is

trying to find some career direction.

26



CLASS 2

Objectives:

--Understand what it is an individual needs to know
about an occupation before selecting it as a possible choice.

--Understand that there are groups of related jobs
called job families or clusters and that within each cluster
there are many occupational levels, professional through
semi - skilled and unskilled.

Understand that there are resources available which
explain thy, characteristics of many different occupations.

Methods:

--Occupations Game B. The teacher may show this
group of transparencies which have already been developed
(Appendix 11). The game is developed to stimulate the
understanding that one must have a complete and integrated
understanding of an occupation before selecting it as a
realistic possibility. After showing the first transparency,
which reveals only the salary of this occupation, the teacher
asks if there are any young people who would select this
,occuaption knowing only this.. If the salary is high enough
perhaps all the students may eagerly respond. However,
as the teacher reveals more and more specific characteristics
of the job the overwhelming interest on the part of the
students will probably wane.

--Introduction to Occupational Literature. The teacher
may want to introduce the Chronicle Guidance Occupational
Briefs and the Occupational OUtlook Handbook. The
Chronicle Guidance Briefs are divided into job clusters
which the teacher may point out and explain. Chronicle
Guidance literature was chosen for the simple reason that
the Junior High counselors had just purchased the new
series in February. They are given a good rating by the
National Vocational Guidance Association and are fine for
our purposes.

An explanation of the Outlook Handbook and other
resources as well as bibliographies for occupational
information could be given at this time also. The students
should realize that is is their responsibility to send for
or find specific information themselves.

Supplementary Activities:

--A film may be shown on the opportunities in different
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fields. The students may discuss the various characteristics
of the jobs in these fields, including salary, duties,
preparation, employment outlook, distribution of workers,
etc.



CLASS 3

Objectives:

22.-

--Understand what it is an individual needs to
know about an occupation before selecting it as a possible
choice.

Methods:

--Job Description Form. With the help of the teacher
the students should develop an outline to help them study
the occupations of their choice. This outline should serve
as a guide when they interview and observe workers in their
roles. Hoppock's"Guidoto the Study of an Occupation" is
a
13
useful guide for the teacher for this exercise. (Appendix

)

--Jobs for the. '70's, Slide Study. The teacher may
ithshow th 66E-ZT 40 irides to the students. The slides

are produced by the U.S. Dept. of Labor and show today's
occupational composition and the changes ahead in the
decade of the '70's. (Appendix12 ).

- -- Observation Appointments. The teacher should
distribute cards with each student's observation posts
explained. The card should have the following information;

Name of Company to be visited
Address of Company
Name of person who will greet student
Name of worker to be observed and the title of

his occupation
Time of apDointment

--Homework. Each student should become familiar
with the occupational material available for the particular
occupation he will be observing.



OBSERVATIONS*

Objectives;
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-- To gain some understanding of a particular
occupation by observing someone engaged in that occupation.

Preparation:

--Students should prepare themselves for the visits
by reading the descriptions of the occupations they are
going to observe in the Chronicle Guidance Briefs and
the Occupational Outlook Handbook and by reading the in-
formation available on the specific business, industrial,
or institutional concern.

Activities

Job Descri.7tion Cutlinx. at least a con&msa-
t2.on of it should be completed after each observation.

* Observations .are scheduled for Classes.4and 5, Sand 10,
14 and 15, 19 and 20, 24 and 25, and 27 and 28.



CLASSES 5 and 7

Objectives:

--Understand what it is an individual needs to know
about himself before selecting a possible occupational
choice.

--Understand that an individual's past experiences
will have some influence on his interests, values and
personality.

Kethodst

--Game: Occupations far Kr. X, GAme A. The teacher
may use this game to develop an understanding that an
individual must have a total picture of himself before
he can successfully choose an occupational interest. She
shows a transparency which has a fictitious name on it.
She asks the students to suggest an occupational field for
this person. Obviously the students cannot suggest anything
at this point so the. teacher adds a transparency with the
name and age of this person. This is not enough informat!Jn
for the students so she continues to add more and more
data until they can think of possible fields which would
satisfy this,person. The teacher should ask for suggestions
with each set of characte-ristics he presents. Many times
the students will suggest a field which would satisfy
certain characteristics of this person, but would not be
feasible because of characteristics not yet revealed. For
example: the students decided that John Fitzgerald could]
be a state trooper with a speciality in. mechanics because
he was tall and interested in mechanics, but a few trans-
parencies later it was revealed that JOhn was crippled which
changed the entire picture. (Appendix 14.)

--Films: My Childhood Part I, Hubert Humphrey's
South Dakota and My Childhood Part II, James Baldwin's
Harlem. ( Available from the UCONN Audio-Visual Center,
see Appendix12)

--Discussion of films and of each students Outline
for an Autobiography. (Appendix 15).

Some Discussion Questions:

1. What is an interest? An ability? A value?
Give examples.

2. Pow have you changed since elemetitary school?
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Classes 6 ane 7 cont.

2. (cont.) Are your values and interests different
now? Will they continue to change?

3. Have certain people or circumstances influenced
you in your life? How?

4. What are your goals? What eoes adventure, security
success (etc.) mean to you?

5. How will you achieve your goals?

32
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CLASS 8

Objectives:

--Understand thata person must be aware of his own
abilities, limitations, and achievements to make realistic
decisions about occupational interests and goals.

--Understand that i* is better for the world of work
on the whole and for the individual if he or she works
at a level commensurate with his ability and is neither
under or over-- employed.

Hethods:

--The teacher-counselor or guidance counselor may intro
duce and explain the various tests which have been given to
the students throughout their school years. The significance
of test results for counseling and placement in classes
should be explained also.

--The teacher and counselor may also explain briefly
the reasons why it is best to work at a level commensurate
with one's ability.

--With the Science Research Associates' booklet,
Edlzcational Plans; developed by. Harold L. Eunson, as a

guide, the Stu:ants' Self-Appraisal Chart with explanations
and the teachers' guides to appraisals in English and
lAlth were developed (Appendix 16 ). The students should
complete their charts after the teacher has explained them.
The English and }.lath teachers should have received their
copies of appraisal outlines for each student before this
time also. The students should arrange appointments with
their teachers to talk about their weaknesses and strengths.
The resources available to Delp them improve should be em-
phasized as well. Individual appointments should also
be arranged with guidance counselors if a student wants
to know his test scores.

3



Class 11

Objectives:
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--Understand what it is an individual needs to know
about himself before selecting a possible occupational
choice.

--Understand that an individual may satisfy many
interests in an occupation .

--Understand that in many occupations most of the duties
which an individual performs will be related to one primary
interest. Example; The oceanographer satisfies his interest
in the outdoors, but his duties are primarily of a scientific
nature.

Lethods:

--Slide Study Discussion: The teacher may present
slides of many different people in their varied work envir-
onments. The workerE, should be performing some tasks
that are representative of their occupations. The slides
should cover at least 10 different general interests:
outdoor, mechanical, computateional, scientific, persuasive,
artistic, literary, musical, social service, and clerical.
Great care should be taken to avoid stereotyped occupational
roles for those of a certain sex or race. (Some slides
have already been developed and are in Mr. Wilchynski's
office. The feference librarian in the Hartford Public
Library could be of great help in discovering the less
conventional pictures necessary. The audio-visual depart-
ment at Bloomfield High School has the special equipment
needed to take slides of these pictures.)

Some Discussion Nestions:

1. What occupation is this person engaged in? How do
you know?

2. What are the different interests which may be
satisfied by the person performing the duties
of this occupation?

What would this person's primary interest be?

4. P you think you would like this kind of work? Why?
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Class 1.34ont.

Supplementary Activities:

Science Research Associates suggested that students
complete the Interest Inventory (Appendix 146), based on
the 10 areas of the Kuder Interest Inventory. This may
help the student see a pattern of his own interests.

The teacher may want to show a film on a particular
occupational field or fields. Students may discuss the
interests, values and abilities the people engaged in the
occupations may have. A list of some good films which
are available at low costs for educators can be found
in Appendix

35
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CLASS 12

Objectives:

--Understand the process of realistically determining
satisfying occupational interests to explore.

To determine what occupations to observe for the
next three week period.

Methods:

--Occupational Game C. The purpose of this game is to
give the students an opportunity to practice decision-
making by deciding if the occupational choices made by a
group of fictitious young people are at all realistic.
The students are given a description of each person
and a list of that person's occupational interests. The
students must become acquainted with the various occupations
and then judge whether or not they are realistic choices
for the particular people interested in them. I would
suggest distributing a mimeographed selection of these
to each student to complete before their class and then
have a general discussion in class. A simple example
of the descriptions of young people and the questions
the students may want to ask are as follows;

tiary Allen;

.OccupationalIn.qprests: Playwright, Journa-
listlrk;BM1Tea6Ebr and' Proofreader.

Fathers Occu2ation: Personnel Manager

Father's Education: Six years of college00
Mother's Occupation: NurseI BOOccupation:

Mother's Education: Four years of college

General Information: No health problems,
EOW671-661a7,"-teli-Ence, very good student,
planning to attend college.

Favorite Subjects: English and Theatre

Interests; Theatre activities and
writing



Goals:

questions:

Class 12 cont.

To have knowledge
To be successful in her work

-30-

3.. What do journalists, playwrights, engLish teachers
and proofreaders have in common? Would their primary duties
satisfy Mary's'interests and goals?

2. What are tho qualifications for journalists, etc.?
Does ?Mary have these qualifications? Is she either
over or under-qualified?

3 How much preparation, and what kind of preparation
is needed? Do you think hary will be able to complete
this preparation?

4. What is the employment outlook for each one of
these occupations? Would you encourage or discourage
flary after finding out?

5. What are some of the advantages and disadvantages
of these occupations? Would you tell nary that the
advantages outweigh the disadvantages?

6. On the whole would you say that these occupational
interests are realistic for a person like Mary? Why or
why not?

--After discussing this game the students should
form small groups to discuss their individual occupational
interests. Each student should help every other student in
the group determine if his occupational interests are
realistic. Thestudents may find their autobiographies,
interest charts, and self-appraisals, and the Chronicle
Guidance Briefs and Occupational Handbook all quite
helpful. By the end of this class the students could
know what specific occupations they would like to observe
for the next three woks. Students. will make two visits
each week. These visits would be most effective if--

No more than three genera occupational fields were
explored.

At least two specific occupations in each field
were 'explored.
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CLASSES 13, 16 and 17

Objectives:

--To help the student understand what business is a.
how it functions.

--To help the student understand changes in the business
world and the subsequent chance in occupational opportunities.

hethods:

-- Discussion led by teacher. The teacher will probably
have to give a short lecture on the free-enterprise system
and then open the subject up for discussion with the
following questions:

1. What is meant by free-enterprise?

2. What is private property? Public Property?

3. What are the production needs? (Natural Resourscs,
Labor, Capital)

4. Who determines--

a. what to produce?
b. how much to produce?
c. how to produce?.
d. How production is shared?

5. What are the effects of--

a.) the Government
b.) Seasonal work
c. economic cycles
d. chancing sex roles
e. changing values and attitudes of society
f.) natural catastrophies

CI.

pressure groups, unions, professional organizations
h advancing technology

on the employment opporunities?

6. What types of jobs are needed in our society now?

7. How has this changed since 1850?
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Classes 13,16 and 17 cont.

8. How will this change in the future?

9. Compare the level of technology and subsequent
careers in other less developed countries.
(The teacher may want to show the film, Undala,

which would help the students prepare
this question.)

--Have each student choose a pr '.act and list tho steps
involved in making it and distributing it.

--Have each student choose an occupation and discuss
that job in relatiDn to the entire process it is a part of.

--Have each student bring in articles from magazines,
newspapers, etc. about the changing trends in employment.

--Films: The Eanagerial Revolution, The Inheritance,
Undala, and PriiiirfrliFral in Today' s-Mrld-TATTM15T .

--Field Trip. Perhaps a field trip to a large business
would be beneficial,

-- --Case Conference. Have a state legislator come to
speak about the effect of legislation on the world of
work; a Women's Liberationist, a factory worker, a migrant
worker, etc.

Resources:

General Business for EverydayLiying. 4th Edition,
Price/R6F6FIEErinEW-17777-

Consumer Economics Problems. 7th Edition. W. Harmon
WilsoriadYNTH-tyster. Sdati:Westorn Publishing Co. 1966.
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CLASS 18

Objectives:

--Understand that there are certain general facts
an individual needs to know about applying for, obtaining,
and keeping any job.

Methods:

--Discussion with resource person.

--Practice Job Interviews and Applications.

Discussion Questions:

Resources:

1. What is Social Security? How do I get a S.S.
number?

2. What are the Work Laws for people under 18?

3. What is a Work Permit?

4. How do I find out if there are opennings for
certain jobs?

5. What information is needed to complete an
application?

6. What is an employer looking for when he interviews
a person for a job?

7. What shoudl a young person look for when talking
with the interviewer?

--Personnel Manager
--Social Security. Forms
--Application Dian s
--Tape Recorder to tape practice interviews

40
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CLASS 21

Objectives:

t--Understand that the future occupational outlook
is very flexible. Jobs may change as a result of
variety of factors.

--Understand that an individual must adjust to his
own changing interests and values and to those of the
society of work around him. He must be willing to accept
continued education or retraining to prepare himself
for these possible changes.

Methods:

--Surveys. Conduct interviews with young and old
workers in the community to determine what changes they
have had to make in the last 5 to 10 years in their
job skills and training. Determine new .jobs in the last
10 years in the Greater Hartford area, interviewing
employers, the state employment service people and the
state labor department representatives.

--Films. Year 1999, The Inheritance and Progress
Parade No. 1k...:7-lynopsii-FrEhese =7s can Be found
371-5581TE371:

41
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CLASS 22

--Understand that part time jobs and volunteer work
be great exploratory activities. They can help develop
test interests, abilities, and aptitudes.

--Understand how to go about getting a part time
or position as a volunteer.

--Teacher's Explanation: This teacher should discuss
the opportunities available to the student for paid work
and volunteer work in this area. The Connecticut Employment
Service and the Federal Civil Service Commission (Summer
Jobs) can be of great help to the students who are looking
for jobs. The student who wishes to volunteer may find
greaat opportunities to do just that and gain high school
credit at the same time. The student should consider the
following courses:

Individual Service. This course seeks to involve
students in activities that encourage them to be actively
concerned with other people. Students may offer their
services to educational, social, religious, Tedical racial,
cultural, and low-income groups and individuals. Since
the School wishes to offer every student an opportunity
to exhibit selfless and helpful contributions, the specific
activities may be broadly defined. From time to time, the
School may announce volunteer programs, but students may
initiate their own service activity for approval.

--Cadet Teaching. Learning by teaching is a major
focus of this course. Designed for students who are interested
in exploring the depths of their interests and abilities
to beocme teachers, it also provides a valuable opportunity
to discover how people learn. After- a brief orientation
period, students will work daily for, at least, sixty

-minute periods in one of the Bloomfield elementary schools
as part of a teaching unit, assisting in actual teaching of
groups and individual children.

--Student Librarian. This is for students expressing
a desire to learn library skills and to provide a valuable
service to the school, faculty, and students.

--General Work Experience Program. The primary objective

42
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Class 22 cont.

of the General Work EXperience Program is to provide on-the
job experience for the student in the world of work. Par
ticipation would assist in the development of desirable
work habits, attitudes, and personal traits in the student
involved in the program.

--Nurse's Aide Program-- The Nurse's Aide Training
Program has been implemented to further the education of
those students interested in the field of health services,
The care of the elderly is of prime concern to many families
and social agencies in the twentieth century. Therefore,
it is timely that the course be focused on patient care in
the field of geriatrics. The course content consists of
theory, clinical application, and visitations to health
centers. Both the clinical and theory segments of this
course are under the supervision of a registered nurse.

--There are many other courses of a similar nature
offered at the high school. Please consult the curriculum
guide for the ones not mentioned here. A list of agencies
which need the services of volunteers can be found in
Appendix 19.

--Case Conference: Invite people from the agencies
which need the services of volunteers to come and explain
their programs and the responsibilities of the volunteers
within these programs.
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CLASS11S 23, 26 and 27

Objectives:

--The purpose of these three classes is to introduce
the students to two v)ry important and expanding fields
which have an incredible variety of interesting occupations
at every level.

I. Environment

Objectives:

--To make the students aware of our environmental
problems.

--To make the students aware of specific problems
here in Connecticut.

--To make the students aware that federal and
state governments have been, and are continuing to pass
legislation to protect our environment.

--To help the students understand some of the
reasons for our environmental problems such as over-
population and an unbridled technology.

--To help the students understand what is being
done about solving the problems here in Connecticut.

--To introduce the students to the variety of
occupations within the field of Environmental 7rotection.

Nethods;

--Introductory Films:

Association-Sterling Films: Catalog of 27
conservation-ecology films includes the wellknown Sierra
Club film library. 16mm. sound. Sdmple titles: "19S5 ,

9/edmods Saved?", "Nature Next Door.:: Free Loan.

31111dozed America." CDS-TV. National Audubon
Society. Film-BW/16mm/27 min., Rental-$10. Some of the
most serious threats to natural beauty and. wilderness.. The
redwoodsp.mining, urban sprawl, billboards, air and water
pollution, and damming, wild rivers.

--Other films Rre listed in Career Education in
the. Environment. U.S. Tovernent rrinVECUTTIce WIT C%, C.
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Class:s 23, 26 and 27 cont.

This book was produccd for the U.S. Office of Education
by the Olympus Research Corporation.

Case Conference: Ii rite some guests to speak about the
environmental probluJs in Connecticut and the job opportun-
ities available within the field.

Resources:

State Department of Environmental Protection,
Nr. Carroll Hughes, Assistant Commissioner
566-4252 or 4255

Connecticut Earth fiction
rr. Toby Moffett
70 No. Deacon St.
Hartford, Connecticut

The teacher may want to contact these people to ask
for their help in finding someone to come to talk with the
students. They have not been contacted as yet. She nay also
want to check with the following groups to see if they can
suggest any speakers or provide. them.

League of Women Voters
Audubon Society
Chamber of Commerce
City Manager, Hartford
College Biologist or ecologist (University of

Hartford, Trinity, UCONN, etc.)
County Agricultural Extension Agent
4-H Club
Soil Conservation Agent
Solid Waste Department of the State Health Dept.
Zero Population Crowth, Sherrill King 527-3787

II. Health

Objectives:

--To introduce to the students the need for 1),'a1h
personnel.

--To make the ,tujents aware of the different rcFT02.-
sibilities of each member of the health team.
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Classe 23, 26 and 27 cont.

- -.-To make the students aware of the projected
occupational opportunities of the future in the field of
health.

--To introduce the students to the specific health
problems troubling Connecticut and the ways of conquorin
them.

ethods:

--Introductory Films: "Without Warning': and 'Horizon-
Unlimited". (Appendix 12)

--Health Workshops and Discussions: Invite many
different people enoaged in different health professions
such as a First Aid Instructor, a Nurse, an Occupational
Therapist, a dentist and dental hygienist, and a medical
2,b technician. (Some of these people have been contacted
and asked to be resource people. Consult Appendix 8.)
Have them all bring the tools of their trades. Set up the
classroom so that each professional person can work with
a small croup of students and teach them very simple
operations specific to:their own occupations. For example,
the. First Aid Instructor can teach a few students how
put on a sling, or how .to take care of a snake bite. Tho
guests could also explain the educational and training
requirements for their occupations, the employmer, outlook ,

earnnings and other characteristics of their occupations.
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Doweell

Hoffman
Co:1n

Gay

Fox

Greenber
Nourse
1.1P-fqwn

Y.:!r future as a secretary, 1963
Ail for a jot in the bakery industry,
Yclr future in medical teehnolofyl 1962
Y:..2.r future in -)orsonnel work, 1962
CEreers in the Forie n Service, 1962
Tire clerty and what they do, 1961
G:reers in personnel adminitration,
n:ur-career if you're not ;oin ; to collee,

ruclear suarine skippers ane wheat the-7
co, 196)
1.:m for a job in automotive service, 1968
Y(.ur future in the automoti.,o industry, 1967
CLreers in research science, 1961
F,sF;f.tal with I heart, 1961

,ur uturo in eolo,y2 1966
ronsc]or's faide to occupational an:1 other

:,.npower information, 1964
a jel: o.s an electronic technician,

l' 67

jet. in restaurants and foo...1. cooker,

,1y..1 for a jo, in the iron an steel industr7,
7.67
C: the career uide to .ms iness

.

ale personal success, 194
(%recro ne opportunitie in advertisin ,

;'.1-(!ors ,And op::ortunitics in astronautics,

1:kr:!ors

( treers c.nC.

Clreers
Careers
Careers
Careers
Career, ::

Careers
Careers
Careers
Careers
Careers
1966
Careor;i
Careers
Careers
Careers
So
3o
So

"'CM
you
you

opportunities
opportunities
07:Dortunities

in chemistry, 1(:.,)

in electronics, 1c:67,
in electronics,

anet ty,),)ortunities in the theatre,1969
in .roacicastin_
in co,)ywritin:, 1968

6.011artwent stone merchanc iAn.
in fa:thion dcoiLn. 1968
in horticultural sciences; 196
in illustrations.1966
in photoLraphy, 1968
in i)s-;,chiatry, l96(
in puLlic plannin: and administration

in social work, 1969
in tclovision, T.V. produce-, 1966
in the bioloical sciences, 196:
in the fine arts, painte nCulptor

want to be a dentist. 1963
want to be scientist, 1960
want to be a oocial worker, 1962
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3'9.140

51,71.
621 )819
'11;.7 < J2)

4:0

641.106
64),6r)
A7.7
646.72
(-) n

747 .0,;(.;
070.69
61j.69
78.). 69

5)9.7)6
61).7-1

5%1.4
615.J6°
658.87
621..7,8

Iii,

nulAcan.
Duncan.
Whaley
Selii.shohn
Doyle
1:oye.

Donohue
Doyd
American
Paris
flu. o'.. h

Gelb
Hana'our_h
Sonnaen6.
Greer
3chalo:,en
Chernok
Curtis
Levine
Thorl,zloon

LcDonnell
Gabor

Scott
DJ.1,`Jy

Delc4ney
Durrowes
Pinney
Winter

h f pool Library cent,

".nd a career in advertisin,, 1;'60
,arecr in aLricur.,e;1961

"%nd a career in law enforcement; 1361
':)ur caieor in computer prorammin:, 1967
M ur career in interior dud, n; 196
mr career in oceanolo:y, 1968

..)ur career inuldic relations v 1367
!)ur career in the aerospace inOustry; 1366
lour future an a dietitian, 1964
rYur future as a home economist; 1964
our future (; an airline hosLesst 1961
our future in eautti L. 1964
.our future in forostry,1961
!our future in hotel mane40.41ent, 1964
'!our future in tntcrior dosi'n 1962.
ow- future in oliestr4/.. 1961

'!our future in medical assistin... 1967
31.11- future in mli5lic; 1965
!our future in -:.1::16c:
Mur future in nuclear oncr.y 1961
our future in nursin:; 1965

'Myr ft tIlre in oceano, ra.flhy, 1967
future in phc.rmacy, 1364

our future in retailin: , 1951
'our future in the electronic comyutor field

Thur future in the Forei.n Service; 1961
:eur future in the ravy, 1965
-Zour future in the nursery ineLtstrn 1 c,67

future in your own 1,usinesG, 1366
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UUNIOR HIGH OCCUPATIONAL INFORMATION
(Mrs. Hook, Lib.)

1, American Dietitians' Association-YOUR FUTURE AS A DIETITIAN
1964

2, Ashworth, John-CAREERS IN ACCOUNTING 1963

3. Anderson, Ruth-SECRETARIAL CAREERS* 1961

4. Arnold, Arnold-CAREER CHOICES FOR THE 170s

5. Berg, L.D.-AIM FOR A JOB IN WELDING ,1967

6. Berry, Erick-YOU HAVE TO GO OUT: 1964

7. Bergaust and Foss-OCEANOGRAPHERS IN ACTION 1968

1971

0. Botter, David-NEWS REPORTERS AND WHAT THEY DO 1959

9. Chamberlin, Jo Hubbard-CAREERS Tr.TRE.PROTECTIVE SERVICES 1903

10. Coy, Harold-DOCTORS AND ;TAT THEY DO 1956

11, Cogswell, Harry-FTYD A CAREER IN ADVERTISING 1960

12. Daugherty, Charles Michael-WID7R THAN THE SKY AVIATION AS A CAPrER
1958

13. Dodd, Ed-CONSERVATION 1971

14. Duncan, Clyde-FIND A CARFPR IN AIRIC!!LTURE 1961

15. Ely, Lawrence-YOUR FUTURE IN AEROSPACE TECHNOLOGY 1962

16. THE ENCYCLOPEDIA OF CAREERS AND VOCATIONAL GUIDANCE 1967

17, Engeman, Jack-AIRLINE STEWARDESS 1960

18, Engeman, Jack=ANNAPOLIS--THE LIFE OF A MIDSHIPMAN 1956

19, Engeman, Jack-EST POINT- -TEE LIFE' OF A CADET 1958

20, Eskow, Gerald-YOUR FUTURE IN THE TRUCKING INDUSTRY 1964

21. Floherty, John-GET THAT STORY;JOURNATISM-ITS LORE AND THRILLS
1952

22, Floherty, John-FoiTYD TFF SILVER VIELD 1957

23. S. Nell-A7V '0R A Jot? TN GRAP7TC DESIGN/ART 1968

24, Gould, Stephen-YoUR FUTURE THE rTDERAL GOVERNMENT 1962

25. Gemmill and Kilgore-DO YoU RTIONG Tr JoURNALISM? 1959
P r.

26.Harrison,C. William-CrINSERVATToNT3TS AND YHAT THEY DO 1963

27. Harrison, C. William-77ND A CARrER TV AUTO MECHANICS 1964
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28. Heal, Edith-F&SHIoN AS A CARVER. 1966

29. .Hyde, Margaret-MFDTCTNE TN ACTION; TODAY AND TOMORROW 1956

30. Isaacs, Stan- CARTERS AND OPPORTUNITIES Tr SPORTS 1964
31. Kasper, Sydney-CAREFR1 IN THE BUILDING TRADES 1964
32. Kitson, Harry-VOCATIONS FOR BOYS. -1955

33. Lingenfelter, Mary- VOCATIONS FOR GIRLS. 1951

34. Liston, Robert-YOUR CAREER IN LAW ENFORCEMENT 1965

35.. Lovejoy, Clarence-VOCATIONAL SCHOOL GUIDE 1963
36. Mann, Roland-CARFFRS IN BUSINESS MANAGEMENT 1963

3?. May, Julian-THERE'S ADVENTURE IN ATOMIC ENERGY 1957
38. Munzer, Martha-UNUSUAL CAREERS 1962

39. Nourse, William-SO YOU WANT TO BE A LAWYER 1959

40. O'Connell, Desmond-AIM FOR A JOB IN THE BAKERY INDUSTRY 1967.

41. Noyes, Nell-YOUR FUTURE AS A SECRETARY 1963

42.Paradis, Adrian-DOLLARS FOR YOU; 150 WAYS FOR BoYS TO EARN MONEY
1958.

43. Paradls, Adrign-Y^U A7n TH rrYT DECADE 1965

44. Paul, Grace-Y' IF1 ."2TTIFT TTt MEDIAI'T7CTTvOLelY 1962

45. Perry, John-17 t.IITJTn,7 JOBS: THY' SToRY 07 TrDUSTRY -N ACTION 1958
46. Pollack. Philip-r:AREFRS A7,:D 07MiTU7ITF3 Tr FNGIT;zRIrl 1959
47. Hoesch, Roberta-NOEY, JoBS AND ',.71TURFS 1965

48. Ross, Frank-1!CRLr OF ENGINEERING 1956

49. Science Research Associates, Inc.-HA7DBOOK OF JOB FACTS 1963

50. Splaver, Sarah-YOUR CAREER YOU'RE NOT 107NG TO CMLEGE 1963
51. Sullivan, John-ATM FOR A JOB IN TF? TROI.:, AND STEEL INDUSTRY 1967
52. Symons, Arthur-SLDIFRS AND YFA- T 'EY DO 1958

53. Schimel, John-HOW Tn BE A ADOLESCENT--AND SURVIVE 1961

54. Landis, Lawrence-THE AIR. FORCE--PROM CIVILIM TO AIRMAN 1958

55. Pollack, Philip-CARTERS AND OPPORTUrTTIES TY SCIENCE 1968

56. Shull, Frances-Y' UR :.'ITURE Tr OCOUPATTnNAL T'FRAPY 1964

195957. Ley, Willy-FNGINFFRIS DRFAMS



58, Schneider and Ames-WINGS IN YOUR FUTURE 1955

59. Connecticut State Dept. Of Education-VOCATIONAL CAREER GUIDE FOR
. CONNECTICUT 1968

60. Devaney, John-1001 NEW JOB OPPORTUNITIES 1962

61, Peake, Mariam M.-A Jo°. FOR YOU 1964

62. Walmsley, Harold-v07R F7JTURF T*7 THE APvY 1960

63. Colby, C.B.-POLICE 1954

64.. Perry and Perry-FORESTFRS AN?) '.4HAT THEY DO 1963

65. Paris, Jeanne-YOUR.PUT.TE NS A R0Y.7 ECONWIST 19611.

66. Nourse, Alan-S0 YOU WANT TO TA."' A DOCTOR :1965

67. McCoy, J.J.-THE .ORLD.OF THE VETERINARIAN 1964

68. Sommer and Kedzie-YOUR FUTI.IRE IN INSURANCE 1gl65

69. Smith, Frances-FTND A CAREER YN EDUCATION 1960

70. Myers, Arthur-JOURNALIS 1971

71. Scholastic Magazines, Inc.-OF FORTUNITIFS TN STEEL 1967

72. Gelinas, Paul-Sr* YOU WANT TO BE A TEACHER

73. Neal, Harry Edward-FWITNEI;RS UMITMTTED

74. Elwell snd Richerdson-SCTFYCE ;MD THE ;)O TOR

75. Lobsenz, Yormiln-YRITYNG A3 A OF=FgR 1963

76. ShocIrley, Robert-^7M 77T7TIF T'' FY.7777474"; TFAC7Tr';

77. The Fashion ';ro..31,, .1"'FIT T" THE '7A:'.uTrIN wORLD 1960

76. McDonnell, Virg2.nia-YOUR FUTURE IN MURSIN1 1963

79. Terry, Welter-DAYCE 1971

80. Armstead and MCNutt-ENGINFRTT7G A3 4 CARE FT TODAY 1967

1. Ruzic, Weil-TUREIS ADVENTURE IN CIVIL ENGTYSEHIWI 1(.456

82. Dodve, Bert'na-THE STORY OF NURSIN!.1 1954

83. Cohen, Raymond-YOUR IN DE=STRY .1960

811. Frost, Jane C:-YoUR SUTITRE AS A DENTAL ASSISTANT 1964

85. Levine, Sol-J.:TUB FUTRE TN ELECTRO'IC ENGINEER:MG 1961

86. GammaFe, Allen-Y(7:JB 7UTUFF.IFJ,AW ENFORCEMENT ; 1961

1966

1960

1959

1.961
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87. MacCloskey, Monro- YOUR FUTURE IN THE AIR FORCE 1964

88. Beck, Bertram-YOUR FUTURE III SOCIAL WORK

89. Weitz, Joseph-YOUR FUTURE TN GEOLOGY 1966

90. Mann,.Roland-CAREERS IN BUSINESS MANAGEMENT 1963

91. Taylor, Dawson-YOUR FUTURE IN THE SUTOMOTIVE INDUSTRY 1963

92. Wachs, Theodore - CAREERS IN RESEARCH SCIENCE 1961

93. WassersUq, Joseph-qAPTTAL WTTH A HEART 1961

94. West, Wallace-FM 4 CAR=ER TN PT.7CTROrT0i 1959

95. Whitcoilb, Helen-STRITTY FOR S7ORFTARIFS 1957

96. Wt111ams, Joe-FrT7RPRTSE 1970

97. Zarem; Lewis-CAREERS AND OPPORTUNITIES TY ASTRONAUTICS 1962

98. Paradis, Adrian-LIBRARIAN WANTED 1959

99.'Curtls, Robert-YoUR FUTURE IN MUSIC 1962

100. Wallace, Sarah-SO YOU WANT TO BE A LIBRARIAN 1963

101. Riser, Wayne-YOUR FUTURE IN VETERINARY MEDICINE 1963

102. May, Charles Paul-VETERINARIANS AND THEIR PATIENTS 1964

103. Spencer, Lila-FSCITING CAREERS FOR ROME ECOMoNISTS 1967

104.Taintor, Sarah and Monro, Kate-THE SECRETARY'S HANDBOOK 1958

105. Goodrich, Foster-YOUR FUTURE TN DIRECT SELLIG 1965

106. Locklear, Edmond -T'UR FUTURE Tr ACCOUNTING 1963

10 ?. Boynton, Ralph-YOUR FIT7PFIr BANKING 1965

108. Gelb, RIchard-YOUP F7T1F7 TY R74UTY C"LTURE 1961

109. Durst and Stern -YNJR FUTURF TV REA', 7.77m7 1960

110. 'Roylan, Jamcss-SCFOrq, TnAO:'TY1 Ar; A C1F77R 1962

OCCUPATIONAL BRIEFS by SRA

CAREER BOOKLETS published by The Institute for Research





SUGGESTED REFET: NCE SOURCES FOR COUNSELORS

Literature available at .loomfield High for Teacher:

Connecticut Labor D pt. "Bulletin: Manpower Report-1972
Dept. of ReseL eh and Information, Employment Security
Division, Har.,;'ord, Conn.

Connecticut Labor D:pt. "Connecticut Labor Situation."
. Monthly public ltion.

Dictionarl of Occu:ltional.Titles.(Volumes I and II), Third
cli "ti n: U.S'TZTE =076r. U.S. Government
Printing Offi:J, 1965.

Bibli9graully of Cu-ent Occuzatioaal Literature. National
-V6-&ItioriFT-UU:Erial-Tssociati5E7UFsalillOn, 1959.

Occupational Handbook,, 1970 -71. U.S. Dept. of Labor.

Recommended for purchas::

The Career Guide f_rpel3pnd,Occupations. U.S. Government
15PrriErriTIOTTI Y.

Chronicle Guidancu_Spocial Occu ational Brief Packets. Almost
)ackets ave een or=e77"birt-there are

some missing Ind they are very important. It is
crucial for tio.program that these be ordered for the
late fall: #5064.E., #506 AN, #506 AP, #506 COMM,
and so on--Mir, Zalaski at the Junior High has the
Est of the remaining packets.
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BLOOMFIELD CHAMMERBER OFCOMCE
250 CONSTITUTION PLAZA. HARTFORD. CONN. 06103 TEL. 249.-3071

February 28, 1972

Dear Chamber Member:

The Bloomfield Chamber of Commerce has given its support to an innovative
pilot program to be offered at our High School in the fall of 1972. Its purpose
will be to introduce a select group of twenty, tenth grade students to "The.
World of Work."

Local business, professional, and industrial concerns are being given an
opportunity to contribute to the success of this effort by providing one or
more "job observation stations," for up to one and one half hours per day,
two days per week, for a minimum of six weeks.

Students participating in this program would not be paid for the time they
spend at their "job observation stations." Neither would they be expected
to work. Their function would be to observe in action one or more occupational
fields in which they might have a career interest. In-school, classroom
instruction would support and develop the first-hand knowledge the students
would gain as observers.

It is believed that this "Exploratory Work Experience Program" will help in
a significant way to lead youngsters into appropriate academic paths for
their final two years of high school, and help to inform them of the wide
range of employment opportunities available in their own home town.

Miss Heidi J. Crosier has been retained by the Board of Education to per-
form assignments in the fields of research and curriculum development for
the "Exploratory Work Experience Program."

She would like very much to meet with you, or your personnel manager, to
further explain this program, and to secure such "job observation station"
commitments as you might like to provide.

GREATER
HARTFORD
CHAMOOPI OP
COMIOOPIC

ASSOCIATE
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Won't you please complete and return the enclosed, postage-free card?
The Chamber will forward it to Miss Crosier, and she will call to arrange
an appointment at your convenience.

Cordiully yours,

eA7fi
Raymond E. McMahon
President

REM/mad
Enclosure
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One of the primary goals of educators is to help our young
neople develop the attitud(13 and skills necessary to lead pro-
ductive and rewarding lives.

--In 1970-71 there we::o 850,000 Elementary and Secondary School
droll-outs;

--Half of our high school students a total of approximately
1,500,000 a Year are being affered what anounts to irrelevant, general
education proarams

--Three of our ten students currently in high school will go on
to academic college level wark; and 1/3 of these will drop out and not
receive a 13S degree--which -leans that 8-10 whould be netting occupa
tional training.

--20% of the country'- youth are unemployed.

--11 million adults ara unemployed or underemployed.

- -30% of the jobs today do not require a college education.
(This figure hap been projected to 1980, too.)

Students today cannot see the relationship between the courses
they take and the need for skills and knowledge in the world of work.
And instead of encouraging all students to discover the relationships
between "things vocational and things academic", we have built dividers
in our school, making vocational education a refuge for academic
fugitives. A healthy combination of the academic and vocational would
produce the educational environment necessary for the development of
individuals with meaningful, productive lives. Dr. Sidney ?garland,
United States Commissioner of Education, calls this healthy combina-
tion career education.



Career education prepares all students for a successful life of
work by increasing options for occupational choice, by eliminating
barrisrs--real and imaginel--to attaining many flexible job skills,
and by enhancing learning achievement in all subject arras and at all
levels of education.

A pilot project in Bloomfield, called the Cooperative Career
Exploration Program becaust it depends upon the support of the people
and business concerns in the surrounding area, in being planned for
the coming fall. Twenty 9th grade students will have the opportunity
to explore themselves and their environment in the six-week course.
The student will spend a rEocimun of two days a week--for an .hour each
day--observing and interviewing different workers in their work en-
vironments. The remaining days will be spent in a classroom group,
discussing and developing the first hand knowledge gained in their
observations. The classroom activities will emphasize develooment of
realistic self-concepts, skills in decision-making and a clear under-
standing of the world of work.

The success of the program depends unon your support. The max
imum involvement expected of any cooperating concern would be as
follows:

At the very most, in it six-week period, six young people may
make a total of 12 visits, each young person flaking two visits. We
do not anticipate that maw, students in the pilot program will have
the same occupational interest. Each one of themmay go in a different
direction. Therefore, it :4s possible that as few as two or four visits
would be made to a particu:.ar connany in the six week neriod.

If you would be willing to offer the young neople °nositions for
observation", would be %/Mina to participate with ninimum involve-
ment, would he willing to contact others regarding their participa-
tion, or would like to discuss the program in greater detail, please
return the attached fora to me as soon as possible.

Attachment
HJCAcab

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Miss Heidi J. Cre:*sier
Research and Curricul;in Bet/eloper
Bloomfield High School
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Allen I:anufacturik. Cc mpany
Drawei 570
Hart trcl, Connecticut ...)61j1

East Dudley Town Rcl..
Taoorafield, Connocticit
2424511
I r. James Flani:an; rsonnel er

Andersen La .s
1280 Dluc Ave.
Dloomfield, Connectici t
242.-u7("1
11r. Kenneth Balder

Bar:Der Travel 3ervice
711 Cotte.:. e Grove
', loorafielc ?, Connectic.tt
242-2279
ors. ituth rar..or

Children's 1-..useui:i of artfori1
950 Trout!wook
West Hartford; Connec:icut

Harry H. ilyder, clsit:ont

Connecticut. Auto focl.y Thrits
flue i.i3.lri Ave.

Illoomfielei y Connectic.. t
24:,-2588

NorMan Cohen

Connecticut, :tank ancl Trunt Company
8.36' Park Ave.
Dloomfield, Connecticut
244-4778
L.r. Norton D. Jr.

Connectic ut Coneral Life Innuranee Company
Cotta:;e Grove IV,.
Dl000field, Connecticut
863-28112 Ext. 76:a
hr.. Nick Ifehlreth Supervisor, Employment



Connecticut Printers, Inc.
5 Granl-T ST.
nloomfield, Connecticut .

242-0711
Richard it..Intire, Personnel ranaLer

Connecticut: State of:

De.)t of k,riculture-
State °Met: fluildin,
Hartford, Connecticut
Deputy. Commissioner, P. I.. Futtner

State LilTary
Hartford, Connecticut
566-5126
hiss Davenport, Chief of rublic Services

State Lal:orat ory
L.) Clinton St.
Hartford.; Connecticut
566-51
Dr. 'A lliam Ullmann, Director

Dept, of 1.:otor Vehicles
State St.
Wethersfield, Connecticut
566-4881
nr. Nicholas Spellman, Personnel Administrator

Dept. of Puldic Works
State Office Duildin;.
Hartford; Connecticut

nth and J. Ko lowski, Commissioner

Dept. of Trans.)ortation
24 Uolcott ,i:1 Ad.
Wetherbfield, Connecticut'
566-5752 Ext. 4624
rtrs. Joyce Conroy, Personnel

Copaco
15 Cotta, e Grove Rd.
bloomfield, Connecticut
242-5521
Hr. Robert Churlin

"22



Culinary 3ervico afstems, Inc,
294 Tunxi Ave.
Bloomfield; Connecticut
49-0418

Thomas Hall

Cor).
953 Cotta; ;e Grove Rd.
Bloomfield; Connecticut
242-8551. 26:1

Clifford 3au1t; I anager; Personnel

Oozso's Service Station
Cor. Granby and To:.oy Streets
Bloomfield; Connecticut
24,-14;9

Gor4zo

Hartford. Courant
Hartford; Connecticut
Lrs. Paula Clarlx; Directors PuUic iZelations

Kaman Aerosiece CO:,.?
Old Winsor Rd,
Bloomfield; Connecticut
242-4461; Ext. *Y7f" or 376
Pus. Podrasl.:y

FacDonal(s.'s Veterinar7 Hosnital
267 CottaL.e (rove
noomfield; Connecticut
Dr. AlVin'R. I:acDonald

Ney CoMpany
Jo.plewood Ave.
Bloomfield; Connecticut
Z42-2281
ix. Denton L Smith; V. P.

rark Avenue Pharmacy
)9 inton5ury hall
Bloomfield; Connecticut
242-5545
hr. Lawrence Cohen



Ct. Francis Hospital
Hartford, Connecticut
Iis;:lartha Johnson/ PulAic aelations Director
1:r s. Larie aaith
49-8281, li;xt. 421

Town Hall of Dlooafield
hr. Watkins, Social Services
nloozfield, Connecticut

United St ..c.s Covernnent

root Office
Dloomfield, Connecticut
Ix. John Tinto; Postmaster 242-U727

rout Office
Hartford/ Connecticut
i;r. A..J. ht, Chief of Trainint.

National Weather Servi.s.)
-.1dley International Airport

Locke, Connecticut

Roland Laro/ 1,eteorolo_ist in Charr,o

Larine Corps
Recruitin,. Stcl..tion

221 AsyluLl-St.
Hartford, Connecticut
.247-:.975
* Fred Ne:.C.it

W.T.I.C.
Constitution Pla.i,a
Hartford, Connecticut
525-08u1
Yr.. Ric:tiara Ahles, rublic Relations

Weathervane of Bloomfield
Wintonbury Eall
TIloomfield, Connecticut
242,-2719
1.trLi. Ellie Elock

4



Yanked Flyer (1.x...intia_ aad
One Flyer Row
5loomfielc1,-Coanocticut
42-8526

Donald CormiIn

7"
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Jmuufcc: 1::;crLE

Ix. Alex ;.lermn
75 Kenwood Circle
7loo:afie10., Connectic:.t
42-1161 oz 2!!.241 :1.71

11% 1;1-man is an -lalytical en:ineer for Kawan CorT. .

woulC C 1 Ilir ,Q into t.ne clas:; act as a cow7-1-:-
and tan any st:,ents anytime.

Dou. Ia:3

Director, rlacolaent ind Career rialinin
U0!7.'.

.0torrs, Connecticut

Darin ex-.'=,e stn interest in our Career Leuc,?.tio
T.'ro,raza offerd tho cooperation of his office
to whatevev extent :ut;,ile in the CeveloTaent of the
Ho will exect tho t;Jacher ,t.oviL,eler to :et in touch with hil:1
ia the fall,

Tastor Dreyer
Christ Luthera hu3;:h

Y.adion St.
Hartford, Connecticl.

Pastor Dreyer wa:. an optieiAn-turted-Tastor. Ho is iU-
to come to thc,-clasi:room to tan to the studan:.

Chief Jackon, Chic:: of 7'oliee
'i:own of rloomfiel

Chief Jackson woul willin to come to talk to tiv
titunts al,out law onforccuont

r llerlstoin
Andrea L,Inc

d000field, Conne:ticut
242-1M ;.66773

Lr Ju1ii ter]otoin is at the State Vocatien.A1
Rehabilitation C.I.t?r. an0 is willin- to come
to t.:.1k to the ,dents Alout ocational reha!,
it would lie ;Jest if the youn_ ;:ieo-,1e were iven the oNioltv-lit.
to o:)serve I'orlstein at work.



Lis Lar:;uorite
rlaceflent Director

5t. Joseph's Collo,e
1678 As-71u1:: Ave.,

Hartford, Connecticut

'dos niey has worked in industrial perennel;for the
feeral :evelcament, anc!, for the colleLe co ;.lacement
director, The has consented to come to talk with the
students al.ov career plannin[.

Er,s Paula 31o' .1dno Director of Car.-1:
Trinity Colic ,0
Hartford, Connecticut

rs. Ro-Lino i1..t3 expressed ,An intercot in the Carer'
Sducation Pro, rwA. She would interested in helpin!,
to implement the proHram in the fall,

Ix, John *J4-Iso Jr
2 Uraymore lid.
noomfieldv Connocticut

Er. Roso io a lawyer who would like to come to talk
to the students or luzvc onc student come to visit hi l2 at
his office and 6iscus crininal law and courts,

nr. aalph Ru!ine
Daniel Blvd.

Connectict

naiji is a ,raduate of DloomfielC; Hi.h who attended
Golum'Aa 1)niveroity for 'one year 'and then dropped out for
ono year to try to find soioe cctrecr direction. He is von,
willinç to talk to the students a.,out the consequences of
not plannin; and is very fod with the students,

3teadman Stearns
Tax Collector
Town of Bloomfield
Town Hall

3tearns has had an unelievable variety of work
experience in many fields'. He has consented to come to
talk to the r3tu,:.cnts.

i8



C.L. Storn,
76 Adams Rd.
Illoomfiold Connecticut
242-8779

Fa's, Storrs is a liocnsec:'. commercial idiot 1now4:
quite it a7.out naviation and hletooroloiy, She
..e very to tiqn to the students a'.out

3tate 7,mployl.lont Service
55.) Lain St,

Hartford, Connecticut

Liss Tu. i Wiilifl, to talk to the c't&ents a:Amt
career play :articipaterl in ouv
ca:-)0 confercAcc at the Junior HI. h SchOol.

Additions;

N.r. Garet Johnson
First Aid Instructor
617 Park Ave.
Bloomfield, Connecticut
242-636c or 2425550

Dr. David Epstein
UCONN Eedical School
2432531 Ext. 385

lass Judith Snyder
Hartford Rehabilitation Center, Inc.
80 Coventry ST.
Hartford, Conn.
2432511 Ext. 231g or 231

People not yet contacted:

lirs. Naomi Cohen
24.1 Duncastor Rd.
Bloomfield, Connecticut
2422110
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VOCATIONAL PLANNING INTERVIEW

(Suggested pre and post test for students in pre-pilot and
pilot programs)

Name Age Grade

Achievement Score (This score is the average of all
scores on the Stanford Achievement Test.)

Verbal Score (This is the verbal score of the Kuhl-
mann-Anderson Test.)

Quantitative Score (This is the quantitative score
from the Kuhlmann-Anderson Test.)

*All of these scores are percentages.

How would you rate yourself on level of verbal ability?

a.) Superior
b.) Above Average
c.) Average
d.) Below Average
e.) Poor

How would you rate yourself on level of quantitative ability?

a.) Superior
b.) Above Average
c.) Average
d.) Below Average
e.) Poor

How would you rate yourself on level of achievement?

a.) Superior
b.) Above Average
c.) Average
d.) Below Average
e.) Poor

Mother's occupation

Father's occupation

1. Are you planning to finish high school?

2. Are you planning to go to college?

3. If not, are you planning to secure some other, kind of
training after high school? What kind?
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4. What do your parents want you to do?

5. Is finding an occupation important to you? If so, why?

6. Have you had any work

7. What'occupations have

a.)
b.)

c.)

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

experience?

you thought about entering?

Why would you want to become a ? (First choice)

Why would you want to become a ? (Second choice)

Why would you want to become a (Third choice)

What does a (a) do at work?

How much education is.required to become (a)?

where did you get your information?

Is your choice of high school
choice?

15. Is your choice of high school
occupational choice?

subjects good for your first

subjects good for any other

16. Where could you find out about different occupations?





PRE- PILOT CURRICULUM

Class I

Objectives:

--Understand that career planning is important
that individuals arc: responsible for their own

--- Understand that there are resources and counsr,
to help in career planning.'

--Understand t ie consequences of postponing plarl'-

- -- Understand tlat career planning means recogn2_nf".
possible occupational opportunities available for
individual with ce:'tain abilities, interests, and

nethods:

--Case Conference. A Case Conference is essentiall,-
an informal panel discussion. The guests on the panel
may begin by introducing themselves and then by briefly
giving us their thcughts on the subject to be discussed.
Then everyone participates in an informal question and
answer period.

Some Discussion Questials;

1. What is career planning? Who is responsible
for my creer plans? Who can help me?

2. When should you start planning?

3. What happens when you don't plan?

4. Will I change my mind?

5. How important is my high school education?

Resources:

--College Placement Officer, Miss Riley, St. Josoph':-
--State Employment Service Representative, liss
--Vocational Guidance Counselor, Mr.

Bloomfield High School
--Student who has dropped out of college to disco7-r

career direction, Ralph Rubino, Columbia 2.
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Class 2

Objectives:

--Understand that there is more than one occull--'
that would satisfy the needs of any person.

--Understand fiat many of the same skills can
in different occupy :ions.

--Understand that there are certain §kills tr t
are needed in any occupation.

Lethods:

--Case Confer; ace with resource people.

Some Discussion euestio-13:

1. Is there :::ore than one occupation that would
satisfy the needs of any one person?

,

2. Can many the same skills be used in diffo:
occupations?.

3. Are there certain general skills that are noce.-*
any and _11 occupations?

Has your life style changed as a result of a ch
in occup Lions? (Directed to guests.)

4.

Resources:

--Person who changed professions more than onc:.).
and has been successful at each; Pastor Dreyer-, Chri!7:6
Lutheran Church, Hartford.

--Person who has changed jobs within his field
times with success; Ir. Steadman Stearns, Tax Collecto

--State Employment, Job Corps Representative; nrc.
Diane Kramer, Hartford.



Class

Objectives:

--Understand w':at it is an individual needs to know
about himself beforD selecting a possible occupational
choice.

--Understand that each individual has different interests,
values, and abilities which are changing and developing.

--Understand that an individual's past experiences
will have some infr.ence on his needs, interests, values
and abilities.

Lethodc-

--Occupational Game A. (This game is explained fully
in the complete cuiculum plans for the pilot program.)

--Autobiograph'..cal Sketch. Each student has completed
and may discuss his Uutline for an Autobiography. (Appendix

--Interest Sliles. The teacher presents a series
of slides of men an women engaged in different occupations
in the ten differeni; interest areas of the Klider Interest
Test. The students discuss the interests of these
people and relate those interests to their own.

Some Discussion Questions:

1. What is an interest? An ability? A value? Give
examples.

2. How have you changed since elementary school? Are
your interests and values different now than
they were then? Will they continue to change ?
How do you know?

3. Have certain people or circumstances influenced
you in your lives? Why?

4. Do you have outdoor interests? Mechanical?
Computational? Scientific? Persuasive?
Artistic? Literary? Musical? Social Service?
Clerical? What do these mean?



Class 4

Objectives:,

--Understand that.a person must be aware of his own
abilities, limitations, and achievements to make realistic
decisions about occupational interests and goals.

Lethods;

--Conference with Guidance Counselors.

--- Discussion about SelfAppraisal Charts (Appendix )

Some Discussion Cuestions:

Resources:

1. What tests do guidance counselors use? How
significant are they?

2. What are my abilities? How can I find out about
my aptitudes? How can I improve?

3. What are my personality traits? Where can
improve?.

--Guidance Counselors, Junior High, Niss Penny Southwicic
and nr. Tucker.



Classes 5 and 6

Objectives:

--Understrwil. ,Jiat it is an individual needs to kncw
about an occupatieq before selecting it as a possible
choice.

--understand tlat there are different Groups relaco
occupations. Withia each field there are many levls,
professional throw i unskilled.

nethods;

--Occupatinns same B. (This game is also fully
explained in the c. mplete curriculum for the pilot procram.)

--Filmstrip, 'PreparinG for Jobs of the 70's,'.
Associates.

--Introduction to the Occupational Outlook Handbook
and the Chronicle Guidance -GFiupati-OriarThrias.we .. - ....1 .0 .41.

Discussion anJ decisions about each student's choico
of occupation to observe.

Some Discussion Questioisz

1. Where car I find out about the preparation necesvw7v
for different occupations?

2. Where can I find out about the responsibilities
of certain workers? The earnings? The hours?
The employment outlook? What do we mean by
employment outlook?

What factors influence the employment outlook?

4. What is the employment outlook for the '70's?
Will it change?
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Class 7

Objectives!

Understand what it is an individual should know
about an occupation before selecting it as his occup
ational choice.

Understand that education and work are interrelated.

Understand that parttime and summer employment and
volunteer work-are very important parts of the occupational
exploration process.

Methods;

Discussion of High School Curriculum. The teacher
explains the high school curriculum guide and points out
the courses which .:;ay be helpful for students with different
career goals. (Ap)endix ). For example, a student who
is interested in becoming a music teacher could take the
following courses: husic 7 leory, Music Appreciation,,
Music History, Chorus, and Band.

Discussion of employment opportunities in the area.
The teacher explails how the student can go about getting
a job in this arcaJ She can mention various institutions
or agencies which hlve requested volunteer help, too.
(Appendix )

Discussion of the Job Description Outlines. The
teacher explains these outlines to the students. They
are held responsible for completing them after each
observation. (Appendix ).



APPENDIX

V
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APPENDIX 11

OCCUPATIONAL GM B

Five transparencies are available to the teacher to be used
for this game.

1. CHARACTERISTICS OF JOBS

SALARY= Between $8,400 and $10,000 a year.

2. SALARY,

EMPLOYMENT OUTLOOK: Good

3. SALARY, EMPLOYMENT OUTLOOK,

WORKING SITUATION: Some clerical work, some driving,

some hazardous work, direct other people, work mostly

alone, help people when they're in trouble, make people
obey, take risks, make your own decisions, follow orders
too.

4. EALARY, GMPLOYMENT OUTLOOK, WORKING SITUATIONS,
HOURS; 40::hour work week, but possibly working at

night, during the day,, on holidays and weekends,
also subject to emergency calls at any time.

TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT: Uniforms and equipment provided

,SALARY, EMPLOYMENT OUTLOOK, WORKING SITUATIONS,

HOURS, TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT,

PREPARATION: lij.gh school education, competitive exams,

21 years of age, 12 weeks of formal training, strict
physical, mental and moral requirements.
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FILYS

Chocolate Crossroads of the World. 27 min. Color. 12435, Free,
77-C-1777cerrogiarFhl_story and origin of chocolate.._ .

Tho film visits Hershey, Pa. with children from fereivn
countries which supply raw materials, and show.; h
chocolate products are made.

Modern Talking Picture Service, Inc.
230 Boylston StreetChestnut Hill
Boston, Massachusetts 02167

Horizons Unlimited. 28 min. Color. 13033. Free. hodern Talkinr:
Picture Service, Inc. (MTPS) This film depicts, in
semi-documentary style, careers in rehabilitation, social
work, medical technology, dietetics, and other professional
careers in hospitoLs as well as medical office work.
Produced by the Arsxican Medical Association.

Inheritance Thu. $3.00. Audio-Visual Center
Education Bldg.
University of ?Maine
Orono, Nairn?. 04473

This film present:: a view of America as seen through the
eyes of its workint; people. Uses still photographs Jts well
as silent film an newsreel footage, accompanied by folk
songs and popular :lusic to show conditions since 1900
found in the sweat shops, coal mines, and weaving mills.

Listen9 Listen.. 18 min, Color. Free. From:
Ford Film Library
The American Road
Dearborm, Michigan 48121

An unusual and highly symbolic motion picture produced
especially for high school students. It has but one
objective: to motivate viewers to think how they will
live their lives. The film employs a documentary style to
show real people enjoyinc fulfilled lives. The underlying
theme emphasizes that young people should stay in school
at least through high school.

T7.10 Managerial Revolution. 26 min. Black and White. Availablu
from: Assoc.-Sterling Films

324 Delaware Avo.
Oakmont, Penn. .15139

No Reason To Stay. 29 min.,- sound,- black and white, 1966. Free.
Available from:

$3



Films cont.

Metro Educational Services Center
Capital Region Education Council
Windsor, Connecticut

Presents the problem of a school dropout and good reasons
for staying in sch. Urgcs the school to offer the
challenge; wich would encourage the student to complete
his oducation.

Primitive Lan in Our World. 12 min. Color. $3.50. Available,
--Tromp T University of 1;aine. 'bows the basic pattern f

primitive: life as 1; still oxists in the Sepik River rogiun
of Now Guinea in the South Pacific. Hors is a self-
sufficient pooTle living in a world almost untouched by
modern civilization, The film depicts the daily 1ivos
of those people, showing how the jungle furnishes them
with food, clothin,:, shelter, and transportation.

Progress Parade No. 14. 13 min. $1.25. Available from tho
UnifUFsity 67-Main,.. Invisible Force: Contrast from
primitive to modern times in industry, transportation
and agriculture.

That tho Piro- lc Shall Know. 21 min. j2870. Free from YTPS.
Six top journalist;:-Uescribo their careers in the vital
field of communications and opportunities, excitemont
and challenges the field offers. Narrated by Walter
Cronkitc, the film liscusses nowspapqr, broadcast and
magazine journalis: and America's growing communications
industry.

With9utAarninG. 15 ::yin. Sound, Color. $1.00. Available from
Audio- Visual Contor
Univorsity of Connecticut
Storrs, Connecticut

The story of a lisaster and the people scrving those who
nood help in time of crisis. Presents the health
profossions and the career opportunities available in the
health field.

Year 1999. 26 mir.. Color. Available for free from the Ford
PYTth Library. This colorful caution picture explores
the wonders of an almost totally controlled environment
in the I use of tomorrow built from t1days technology.
Neals arc cooked in seconds, the family's health is
monitored electronically and learning becomes a pleasuro
fur the: children of this futuristic world.

04
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SLIDES

U. S. Dept. Of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics has a set
of 40 slides for $10.00 a set. The set is called ::Jobs for
the '70's" and shows today's occupational compostion and the
changes ahead in the decade of the'70's. Included are charts
on such topics as current employment by occupation and industry;
thu effect of technology on jobs; fields of work that look
uspecialiy promising; changing educational and training
requirements.. The set is available from the Bureau of
Labor Statistics Regional Office nearest us (Boston).
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4.
Job Discription Form

Job Title
Job Cluster

Company or Firm
Department

Job Duties

Working Conditions

Qualifications

General Skills:

Mathematics:

Below Average Acceptable
Average
Above Average

Communications:

Check

L-r

F17



A. Rending-

(2)

Needs to read simple instructions
Needs to read Complex instructions
Below Average Acceptable
Average
Above Average

L. writinp-

below. Average Acceptable
Average
Al!ove Average

C. Sneach-

Will accent non-English sneaking
Below Average Accentable
Average
Above Average

D. Listening-

PHYSICAL

AGE

Needs to follow simple instructions
Needs to follow complex instructions

Dill accent with handicap
Needs some degree of dexterity
Average dexterity
Above average dexterity
Physical strength needed
Eyesight requirements (20/20)

Uhat are the unner and lower,age limits for entrance and
retirement?

SEX

Is this predominantiv a male or female occupation? Are
there reasonable opportunities for both? Is there any more active
demand for one than for the lther?



HEIGHT AND WEIGHT

they?

(3)

Are there any minimum or maximum requirements? What are

TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT

Must these be supplied by the worker at his own expense,
as a physician must equip his office? What is the average cost?

LEGAL REQUIREMENTS

Is a license or certificate required? Where and how does
one get a statement of the requirements? In general, what are they?

PREPARATION

How much and what kind of preparation is required to meet
legal requirements and employers' standards?

include?
How long does it take? What does it cost? What does it

Where can one get a list of approved schools?



(4)

PREPARATION (cont.)

What kind of high Achool or college nrogram should precede
entrance into the professioral school? What subjects must or should
be chosen?

What nrovisions, if any, are made for apprenticeship or other
training on the job?

Is experience of st,le kind prerequisite to entrance? Describe:.

ENTANCE

How does one get his first job? By takieg an examination?
By applying to employers? By joining a union? By registering with
employment agencies? By saving to acquire capital and opening his
own businesn? How much capital is required?

State types of places in which the worker may find employment.

_ADVANCEMENT

What proportion of workers advance? To what? After how long
and after what additional preparation or experience?



(5)

ADVANCEMENT (cont.)

What are the related occupations to which this may lead, if
any?

EARNINGS

What are the most dependable average figures you can find
on earnings by week, month or year?

NUMBER AND DIST,IBUTION OF WORKERS

According to the U.S. census, how many were employed at this
occupation?

Are the workers evenly distributed over the U.S. or concentrated
in certain areas? Where? Why?

Can a person practive this' occupation anywhere that he may
wish to live?

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES

List what workers say they like best and dislike most about
their jobs.

Are hours regular or irregular, long or short? Is there
frequent overtime or night work? Sunday and holiday work?



Advantages and Disadvantages (cont.)

What about vacations?

Is employnent steady: seasonal, Fir irregular? Dees one earn
more Ar less with advanoint; age, e.g. professional athletes? Is the
wen-king lifetime shorter than average, e.g. models?

........."

Are the skills trans!erable to other occupations? 10

1s the work hazardous?- What about accidents, occupational
diseases?

....11,

eal

Is the worker exposed to:
Vibrations High places racplosives
Mechanical hazards Danger of burns Radiant energy
Moving objects Electrical hazards Toxic conditions

111,1
In comparison with other occupations requiring about the same

level of ability and training, in what ways is this one more or less
attractive?

01
011011111IIIIIIMIIII=N ..VIII elliNIP11010 MN.

RELATED OCCUPATIONS

What are the related occupations that might prove acceptable
to_the person who thought he wanted to enter this one but who finds
either himself cr the occupation lacking something?

wIr

SOURCES OF FURTHER INFORMATION

Names and addresses of major professional associations and other
organizations from which you got or can get helpful information?





OCCUPATIONAL GATE A

Eight transparencies are available for the teacher for

this game.

1. CHARACTERISTICS OF PERSON
NAME: john fitzgerald

2. NAM,
AGE; 14

3. NAM, AGE
HEIGHT: 6' tar).
WEIGHT: 190 lbs.
COLOR OF EYES: brown
COLOR OF HAIR: brown

4. NAM, AGE, PHYSICAL CHARACTERISITCS,
FATHER'S OCCUPATION: Foreman in a trucking company

5. iAliE, AGE, PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS, FATHER'S OCCUPATION,
INTERESTS: Working on cars, tinkering with machine,
reading.

6. NAME, AGE, PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS, FATHER'S OCCUPATION,
INTERESTS,
VALUES-GOALS: To help people, to be successful

7. NAPE, AGE, PHYSICAL CHARACTERISITCS, FATHER's OCCUPATI ON,
INTERESTS, VALUES-GOALS
HEALTH: John is crippled in both legs and cannot In11.

8. NAPE, AGE, PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS, FATNE7.'S OCCUrA110:?
INTERESTS, VALUESGOALS, HEALTH,
ABILITIES; Achievement--John has superior mechanical
and scientific and computational abilit7 and ha6
achieved very many scholastic away :Is in ju 4.or high,

3
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..^:2 AN AUl'OBICGRAPHY

I. Your. Family

\Your date of birth Place of birth Present Gram
kldress Phone

Father's
Fath\er's

II.

occupation__
eeucation (circi

;h grade or le
colleGe--1, 2,

Mother's\
Mother's

Brothers

occupation
Oucation Tara
lith grade cv lu
college ---1;

and sisters

Name

\

Ta'st year completed)
3i; 5; 6; 7; 8; 9; 10; 11; 12;
3, 4, 51 or more

; last year completed)
54; 5; 6; 7; 3; 9; 10;
3, 4, 5, or Ire

11; 12;

17p Last grade Occupation
completed.

Other people living in yc c home

Name

Your Health

=1 IN =MIN ME NM

Helaticship

Height 'Weight C.:lor of eyes Color of hair

Physical handicaps or '-lsabilities

Illnesses you have had

MN 1=1 I. 4 MI1111.6* ON

Special health problems which concern you\

School attendanCe (check the statement which most nearly describes
your attendance record during the last two years.)



Grade 71 less than-10 days absent; 11-20 more than 2n

Grade 8; less than 10 days absent; 11-20; more than 20

III. Your School Progress

Other school you hlve attended

Grades skipped

Favorite subjects

:'here do you study at home?

Name Location Grades

Grades repeated

Outside lessons or study (instrument, piano, dancing, art, ete.

Are you planning to finish high school?

Are you llanning to attend college?

If not, do you plan to secure some kind of training after high schoGI?
What kind? :1

IV. Your Interests; Activities; and !lobbies

School organizations in which you have participated

11

Community %organisations (church, civic, youth, etc.)

1C7



List your hobbies here

(3)

alS+11

=1117
VINNE go....
.......m.nftwr

What are your frw=ite N.! times (reading, sports,
i televi

et. ,)?

1M

List all the occupations
time or another
My interests as a child

which you have been interested at cne

11.go.

=,..a.m 111w. =rfamIIN.P.I
My interests 2 years ago

My interests nov r
What duties and responsibilities do you have at home?

1111.0

Work experience (Saturdays.; summers, after school)
Description of the work Employed by

Oalaw .0.
MNO ..o Ami.weg..00.100.=

M1..MMIIMMMMM.

re.

..
4
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(4)

VI. PERSONAL ACCOMPLISHM 1TS AND UNUSUAL EX.E.RIENCES

What honors or awards, if any, have you received?

. f

What offices, if any have you iield in school and community activties?

Describe any unusual it interesting experiences you have had.

GOALS AND VALUES

What is your life goal (goals)?

1. To to wealthy

What would make you happy?

6._, To be a leader

2. To have adventure 7. To be secure

3. To have a family 8. To be successful in your work
14. To have knowledge 9. To have power

5. To give. service to others

How do you plan to reach these goals?
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o'rr,",,re r I - . .

AM

A ITRAISA t, S!RET ?IA TICS

..:t

Name of student Date Teacher reporting

I. Work 'debits and study Skills

riabit or skill Poor Good Very good Improving i4eeds help

riathematics Vocabulary

dastery of Basic Math Skills

Understanding of math concepts

Accuracy of 'cork

Use of math instruments

Procedures in problem solving
situations

Develoment of general study
s kills

14ethods of study

Preparation of assignments
outside of class

II. Attitudes Toward Course

A. General attitude twoard math

Effort in math
111

'articipation in math class

B. Main areas of interest

fundamental processes measurement 1.1 ometric forms

decimals graphs others

fractions consumer prcblems

percentages intro to algebra

C. Personal ch arcteristicashmm in course work (Check)

curiosity

perseverance

initiative dependability

patience others



objectivity

neatness

III. Progress and Al'ilities

General ioogress

poor below average

excellent

Is progress in keepinfg with ability?

B. Special abilities (Check)

quantitative *bility

spatial visualization

reasoning ability

interpretive abilities (graphs etc.)

-2-

industriousness

self-reliance

average above iver:.-.Te

Special Problems

speed and accuracy with numbers

_ability to solve verbal emblems

memory

others

IV. Recommendations for High School

A. Check the courses ,lich the
school.

elementary algebra

intermr'diate algebra

advanced algebra

B. Comments

student should consider taking in high

plane geometry

trigonomotry

solid geometry

general math

consumer math

V. PossibleCnreers (list any careers in math or related occuaations which
the student might consider)



Self-Appraisal

I. Abilities

A. Mental Abilities

1. Language. Language ability enables you to
understand ideas expressed in words. People who
are able to obtain and understand information by
reading rapidly and well and by listening are high
in this ability.

2. Quantitative. This is the ability to work
with numbers-to handle simple mathematical prob-
lems rapidly and accurately. It is one of the a
abilities that is easiest to explain and demonstrate.

B. Others

1. Artistic. The ability to create, usually with
hands, and'to sense the appropriateness or fitness
of things

2. Musical. The ability to sense pitch, rhythm,
and time.

3. Manual dexterity. Tho ability to use the fingers
and hands skillfully

.10

1. Mechanical. The ability to understand =der-
zt-Al mechanical objects and visualize their
construction, and to use mechanical information.

5. Social. The ability to work cooperatively
with others, to help and understrind others.

6. Clerical. The ability to work rapidly and
accurately vri.th details, names, etc.

7. Physical. The ability to do things requiring
strength, coordination, and endurance.

8. Leadership. The ability to manage, direct, or
persuade other people at work and play.
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EDUCATIONAL PLANS.

The fifty Junior High School students interviewed in April

were interested in a total of 24 different occupations. I

found many related courses in the high school curriculum which

would be helpful to the.students. If the teacher explains

some of the following examples to the students they may appreciate

the wealth of educational opportunities available to them a

little more.

ART

Professional Musician: Music Appreciation
Music Theory
Music History
Concnrt Band
Instrumental Ensembles

Architecture:

COUNSELING .AND SOCIAL ORK

Social Work:

Drawing and Painting
Crafts Design
Art Major II, III, IV
Introductory Architectural Drafting
Advanced Drafting Techniques

Social Psychology
Psychology II
Individual Service
Statistics

Guidance: Same as above

CRAFTS

Carpenter: Carpentry
Woodworking for Pleasure
Woodworking
WoodworkingCabinet Kaking

Plumber: Home Repair and Naintenance

Forest Ranger: Ecology
Botany

Fire Fighter: Individual Service

115
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Educational Plans cont.

Lawn Service;

EDUCATION AND TRAINING

Teaching:

Pilot:

ENGINEERING

Electrical Engineer

Electrician:

ENTERTAINMENT

Singer;

Pro Boxer;

Basketball:

Football:

LAW AND LAW ENFORCEIMT

Pclitician;

Lawyer:

Police Work:

nACHINE WORK

Liwited Automotive and Small Engine

Cadet Teaching

Limited Automotive anc Small Engine

Introduction to Electrical Drafting

Same as above

Music Theory
Appreciatinn

Lusic History
Adv. Chorus

Conditioning Programs
Wrestling

nasktAball

Football

Individual Service
Economics
Politics of the Presidency in the

20th Century
Urban Law
Other history courses

Individual Service
Same as above

hestly that of the alp:we

Heavy Equipment operator: Know Your Automobile
Limited Automotive

And so on and so on.
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AT7TTION VOLUNTEERS:

INNER CITY EXCHANGE

175 Enfield. St.
Hartford, Connecticut

Contact; Larry Woods, :22 8131

Program: Volunteers car desir.:n own flexible program. Needs
in areas of arts, crafts and other activities for children
3 10 as well as prograr for teenagers.
Time: 9 A.11. to 4;30 F,L. 1:30 to 4:30 7:00 tri 8:30

St. EMU'S Haill; (Elder] )

291 Steel ltd.
West Hartford, Connecticut

Contact: Sister Cabrir:, 236 - -1294
Program: Visiting, whcc.ling patients; recreation
Time: 10:30 to 11:30A.E. 1;30 to :30 7.:00 to 8:30

CHILD AND FAFILY SERVIC: S

1680 Albany AVe.
Hartford, Connecticut

Contact: Lim. Johnson/ 236-4511
Program: Variety of p(.isibilities, age 17 minimum
Time: Flexible

HARTFORD REGIONAL CENTER (Newington)

Contact: Lrs. Cathy Young, 666-1471
Program: Working with all ages of mentally retarded 3 months
to 52 years. .age 15 minimum for volunteers. Orientation and
supervision. Recreation, l'elping in classrooms.
Time: Open.

BREAKTHROUGH TO THE AGING
.61.4. All, VW .111 . .01 11 -4. .

30 High St.
Hartford, Connecticut
Contact: Douglas Beals, 247-9081
Program: Volunteers working on person-to-person basis with
elderly. Eight hour training program on aging.
Time: Afternoons
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Volunteers cont.

CHILDREN"S FIUSEUM.

Troutbrook Dr;
West Hartford, Connecticut

Contact: Terry Gaudette; 236-2961
Program: Tours--social science and natural history
Time: Tours 9 to 2 daily every half hour in length

CONNECTICUT EARTH ACTIOr

70 North Beacon St.
H artford, Connecticut

Contact: Toby noffett, 527-9178
Program: Consumer resec.-ch, environmental, paper recyclinf;.
Time: Flexible

THE SCHOOL VOLUNTEER ASS )CIATION4 , We a As me. .
18 Asylum St.
Hartford, Connecticut

Contact: Kiss Louise Lemard, 522-9285
Program: Tutoring in Ha:I:ford schools
Time: Mornings and afternoons

GRIFFIN'S NURSERY

21 Dale ST;
Bloomfield, Connecticut

Contact: Er. and Er o. Griffin, 242-1D097
Program: Working with small groups of children in dc.y care
Time: Afterncons



FINAL NOTES

--The list of agencies which need volunteers was
provided by the Voluntary Action Group.

--Appendix 17 was omitted at the last moment because
it was not really necessary.

--The Appraisal Charts in English and Math are almost
exact copies of those suggested in SRA's booklet,
My_Educational Plans, and should be used only as a Guido
fb-rte7acliFFe=grrnterest Chart has been omitted as it
is quite simple for the teacher to develop her own, vez
the ten Kuder Interest Areas.



II. General Skills-Achievement

A. Mathematics
1. Computation-ability to use the basic arithmetic
processes, such as addition, Multiplication, sub-
traction, and division.

B

2. Reasoning-understanding and applying the funda-
mental processes of arithmetic to the solution of
arithmetical problems.

Reading Skills
1. Oral-reading aloud for the entertainment of others,
for self-enjoyment or for practice in expression.

2. Silent-reading to yourself for pleasure or for infor-
mati on.

3. Comprehension--understanding what your rending

4. Vocabulary development -- recognizing words and learning
new words and their meanings

5. Speed -- rapidity with which you rend

C. Language Arts
1. Grammar -- knowing; how to use the correct forms of

the English language

2. Punctuation--knowing when and how to capitalize, use
periods, and commas, begin a paragraph, and so on

3. Spellingknowing how to spellwords correctly

14. Vocabulary-- knowing; the meanings of words and how
--to use them

5. Organization and Outlining
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APPRAISAL SHEEP IN ENGLISH AND SPEECH

Name of student Date

I. WORK HABITS AND STUDY SKILLS

Teacher reporting

Habit or skill Poor Good Very Improving Needs
good helps

DeveloptAsnt of reading skills
extent of outside reading
Knowledge of library. organization
Use of reference tools
Research techniques
Planning tf work
Development. of general study skills

. .

Preparation of assignments outside of.class

011=0010

111=0.110

II. .ATTITUDES TOWARD COURSE

A. General attitude toward English

Effort in English

Participation in English else!.
...00010.0.001=00=00.016 1.01II01080

011100 01 wel

B. Main areas of interest
all areas vocabulary grammar
reading literature speech
writing Spelling dramatization
group discussion research

C. Areas cf reading interest
mystery poetry fiction (novel and short story)
mechanics biography sports
drama science others (specify)
career essay .00

D. Personal characteristics shown in course work (check those evidenced by the
student; double check any which are particularly strong)

neatness originality others (specify)
creativity sense of humor
cooperativeness industriousness Please comment on any areas whichcuriosity poise

122
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44- .4.;

III. 1):.:OGY.:::;

A. General progress
..__poor below average average above avcracc excellem

Is *,iron Tess in keepin with alyflity? yes no

Comments on progress ratinc___

.40.46 MM.

.... . 4. a... .
B. Special abilities (check those Alich apply to the student; double check any which areworthy of special note)

reading comprehension . _ability to use correct Grammar,__spelling ability
vocabulary, etc.

ability to organize and lead ,roup activities. dramatics ability
--language ability (verbal fluelcy) effective use of voice

ability to express ideas in writing
ability to express ideas orally

others specify0)

C. Special problaraa_._ .04. ...ft. w .44 ... O.*. .. aO..
M .00 OD.

Oe Ito....1. ea. ftftft

IV. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR HIGH SCBOO:

A. Check the courses which the s:dent should consider. taking in high school; double
check any for which the studer: has high potential.

English 1,2,3,4
'SMECH journalism

creative writing .radio workshop _dramaticsAmerican literature

B. Comments

w. own . -0 . ..... .
V. possum CAREERS (List any careers in English or related occupations which the

student might consider)

.10
0...

...M. M.. ... .... m

VI. POLLOIT-UP :INFORMATION (record any additional pertinent information obtained duringthe remaining high school years)

..1.11. IMMO. V .



Studonts Solf-Appraisal

I. Abilitios

A. Montal Abilitios
1. Lunguago
2. Quantitativo

B.. Othors
1. Artistic
2. 14usical

3. Wawa doxtority
14.. Mechanical
5. Social
6. Clorical
7. Physical
8. Loadorship

11. Gonorel Skills--Achiovoment

A. Mathematics
1. Computation
2. Reasoning

B. Reading Skills
1. Oral Reading
2. Mont Reading
3. Comprehension

Vocabulary Dovolopmont
5. Spood

C. Languago Arts
1. Grammar
2. Punctuation
3. spoiling
4. Vocabulary
5. organization and Outlining

High AvOrago

III. Personal Charactoristics (Chock the charactoristics which doscribo
you)

cooporativo in class
self-roliant
dopondablo
alort
hard -working
thoughtful of others
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01.1101110

noat
thorough
rosponsiblo
courtoous
friendly to classmatos


